CHAPTER II
TYPE OF PERMITS

200

GENERAL

This chapter covers the four types of permits that are authorized to be written.
The Single Trip Permit, the Annual Permit, the Repetitive Permit and the Direct
Crossing Permit.

201

SINGLE TRIP PERMIT

A single trip permit is a permit issued for a qualifying load or vehicle moving
one way and returning unladen or with the same type of load, if requested,
within the specified time limits of the permit.

Qualifying loads are those single item, non-reducible units complying with CVC
Section 320.5 that exceed statute limits for size and/or weight. Permits are
issued for vehicles/loads reduced to their least dimension or weight. Overheight
loads must be carried on a drop-deck semitrailer unless the length of the item
exceeds the length of the loading deck. In this case, it may be appropriate to
be hauled on a flatbed trailer if the load requires full deck support.
Permits shall not be issued for dimensions or weights that can be reduced to
legal limits by repositioning and/or practical removal of a part, portion or unit
therefrom. Additional items may be hauled provided the item(s) do not exceed
the dimensions of the vehicle or permitted item and the loaded vehicle is of legal
axle and gross weight.

A single trip permit shall be written for a minimum of 5 days with additional
time granted, as justified, considering the length of haul, the type of load being
transported, and possible delays en route due to construction and/or inclement
weather (fog, rain, snow, etc.)

A single trip permit is authorized at a maximum width of 14’0"; a maximum
overall length of 135’0"; a maximum rear overhang of 35’; a maximum front
overhang of 30’; a maximum height not to be less than 3" below the lowest
structure on the permitted route and a maximum of Purple weight. However
there are some maximum dimensions as stipulated in the California Vehicle
Code (CVC) that cannot be exceeded (e.g., 14’ wide manufactured homes, 12’
wide roof trusses).
The following is an alphabetical listing of frequently issued single trip permits
and the maximum dimensions and weights authorized without prior approval
from the Chief, Transportation Permit Branch.
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201.1

BATCH PLANTS, TRAILER MOUNTED

Width - 14’0"

Length - Under Study
Height - 3" vertical clearance of the lowest structure on the permitted route.
Weight - Chart weight Purple
Overhang - Under Study

Single trip permits are not available unless an inspection report is on file or
concurrence has been obtained from Headquarters Permit Office or a
Headquarters Vehicle Inspector.

201.2

BOATS

Width - 15’0"
Variance required for boats greater than 14’0" in width except that Districts may
approve any variance up to 15’0".
Length - Legal, unless it cannot be hauled on a legal length semitrailer within
a legal length tractor, semitrailer combination.

Height - 3" vertical clearance of the lowest structure on the permitted route.

Weight - Chart Weight Purple. Single trip permits are not available if weight
is involved unless an inspection report is on file for the boat trailer or
concurrence has been obtained from the Headquarters Permit Office or a
Headquarters Vehicle Inspector. Weight may be written if hauled on a heavy
haul semitrailer normally used for extra legal weight loads other than boats and
which is exempt from inspection under the heavy haul inspection policy.

Overhang - Legal per CVC 35410 If overhang exceeds statute limits, approval
must be obtained from Headquarters Permit Office through the variance process
(See Chapter IV).
201.3

CONCRETE FORMS

No permit available-must be hauled within the provision of the California
Vehicle Code (except for Concrete Pipe and Concrete Vault forms. See this
chapter).
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201.4

CONCRETE PANELS, IN HORIZONTAL POSITION
Width - 12’0"

Length - Legal

Height - Legal
Weight - Legal
Overhang - Legal

201.5

CONCRETE PANELS - IN INCLINE OR SLANTED POSITION

Width - 12’0" (Legal when loaded on an "A" frame back-to-back)
Length - Legal
Height - 3" vertical clearance of the lowest structure on the permitted route.
Weight - Legal (Chart weight when loaded back-to-back on an "A" frame, one
panel each side.)

Overhang - Legal
201.6

CONCRETE PANELS - IN VERTICAL POSITION
Width - Legal

Length - Legal
Height - 3" vertical clearance of the lowest structure on the permitted route.
Weight - Legal

Overhang - Legal
201.7

CONCRETE PILES

Gross weight in excess of 80,000 pounds will be allowed when all concrete piles
on a load exceeds 80 feet. Gross weight will be allowed in conformance with
formula B. Internal axle groups will also have to comply with Formula B.
Loads of long (over 80 feet) and short piles may not be mixed and receive a
permit to exceed legal axle or legal gross weight. Variance approval from
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Headquarters Permits is required when transporting piles greater than 80’ in
length.

201.8

CONCRETE PIPE

Width - 14’0"
Length - Legal

Height - 3" vertical clearance of the lowest structure on the permitted route.

Weight - Chart Weight Purple, except for large aqueduct projects, then green
weight when more than 10 trips are requested.
Overhang - Legal

201.9

CONCRETE PIPE FORMS
Concrete pipe forms shall be considered non-reducible and shall be routinely
issued permits in conformance with Caltrans policy governing all other single
piece non-reducible items.

201.10 CONCRETE PUMP - SELF-PROPELLED

Width - 10’0"
Length - Legal

Height - Legal

Weight - Green or Unbonused Purple
Overhang - Under Study

Single trip permits are not available unless an inspection report is on file or
concurrence has been obtained from Headquarters Permit Office or a
Headquarters Vehicle Inspector.

201.11 CONCRETE PUMP - TRAILER MOUNTED
Width - 10’0"

Length - Legal
Height - Legal
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Weight - Green or Unbonused Purple as determined by Headquarters Vehicle
Inspector

Overhang - Legal
Single trip permits are not available unless an inspection report is on file or
concurrence has been obtained from Headquarters Permit Office or Headquarters
Vehicle Inspector.

201.12 CONCRETE UTILITY BOXES
Width - 14’0”

Length - Legal
Height - 3" vertical clearance of the lowest structure on the permitted route.
Weight - Chart Weight Purple
Overhang - Legal

201.13 CONCRETE VAULTS

Width - 14’0"
Length - Legal

Height - 3" vertical clearance of the lowest structure in the permitted route.

Weight - Chart Weight Purple
Overhang - Legal

201.14 CONCRETE VAULT FORMS
Concrete vault forms shall be considered non-reducible and shall be routinely
issued permits in conformance with Caltrans policy governing all other single
piece non-reducible items.

201.15 CONTAINERIZED LOADS (Sea Containers)
Subject to California Weight and Size law. No permit available. For specialized
transport protection, reasonable size provisions may be allowed where justified
for protection of critical surfaces.
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201.16 CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT, IMPLEMENTS OF HUSBANDRY AND
OTHER EQUIPMENT
Width - 14’0" except for dozer blades, draft arms of scrapers and tracks on
crawler type equipment (hydraulic hoes, cranes, draglines, harvesters, etc.)
Under these conditions, width may be written up to 14’6".

Length - 135’0"
Height - 3" vertical clearance of the lowest structure on the permitted route.
Weight - Chart Weight Purple
Overhang - Legal per CVC 35410

If overhang exceeds statute limits, approval must be obtained from Headquarters
Permit Office through the variance process (Chapter IV).

200.17 CONVEYORS - HAULED AS A LOAD
Width - 14’0"

Length - 135’0"
Height - 3" vertical clearance of the lowest structure on the permitted route.

Weight - Chart Weight Purple
Overhang - Legal per CVC 35410

If overhang exceeds statute limits, approval must be obtained from Headquarters
Permit Office through the variance process (Chapter IV).

201.18 CONVEYORS - TOWED ON OWN WHEELS
Width - 14’0"
Length - 135’0"

Height - 3" vertical clearance of the lowest structure on the permitted route

Weight - Chart Weight Purple
Overhang - Under Study
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Single trip permits are not available unless an inspection report is on file or
concurrence has been obtained from Headquarters Permit Office or a
Headquarters Vehicle Inspector.

201.19 CRANES, TRUCK
Width - 13’0" (Hard Metal) 13’4" at tire bulge

Length - 80’0" (Includes Boom Dolly, Trailer and Overhang)

Height - Legal
Weight - Purple, as determined by a Headquarters Vehicle Inspector.
Single trip permits are not available unless an inspection report is on file or
concurrence has been obtained from Headquarters Permit Office or a
Headquarters Vehicle Inspector.

Overhang - Legal per CVC 25410

If overhang exceeds statute limits, approval must be obtained from Headquarters
Permit Office through the variance process (Chapter IV).

201.20 DRILL RIGS
MOUNTED

(WATER,

OIL,

OTHER)

SELF

PROPELLED/TRAILER

Width - 14’0"

Length - Legal
Height - 3" vertical clearance of the lowest structure on the permitted route.

Weight - Chart Weight Purple, as determined by Headquarters Vehicle Inspector
Overhang - Legal

Single trip permits are not available unless an inspection report is on file or
concurrence has been obtained from Headquarters Permit Office or a
Headquarters Vehicle Inspector.

201.21 FARM TRACTORS
Width - 14’0"

Length - Legal

Height - 3" vertical clearance of the lowest structure in the permitted route.
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Weight - Chart Weight Purple
201.22 FIRE TRUCKS

Under Study

201.23 FIXED LOAD VEHICLE, SELF-PROPELLED/TRAILER MOUNTED
Width - 14’0"
Length - As determined by Headquarters Vehicle Inspector

Height - 3" vertical clearance of the lowest structure on the permitted route.
Weight - Chart Weight Purple
Overhang - Legal per CVC 35410

If overhang exceeds statute limits, approval must be obtained from Headquarters
Permit Office through the variance process (See Chapter IV).

Single trip permits are not available unless an inspection report is on file or
concurrence has been obtained from Headquarters Permit Office or a
Headquarters Vehicle Inspector.
201.24 FIXED WIDTH SEMITRAILERS
A five-axle tractor semitrailer combination which has a fixed extralegal width is
eligible for single trip permits with a qualifying load. (Load width equals or
exceeds semitrailer width.) See Military Vehicle - Oversize Tactical (M172A1)
for exception to this section.
Width - 14’0" (14’6" for specific construction equipment)

Length - Where load justifies it, extra legal length will be permitted
Height - 3" vertical clearance of lowest structure on the permitted route.

Weight - Chart Weight Purple
Overhang - Legal per CVC 35410

201.25 HAZARDOUS MATERIAL
No permit available except for rocket motors - Refer all requests to the
California Highway Patrol Motor Carrier Section.
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(916) 445-6211 for License
(916) 445-1865 for inspection/route
See Radioactive Waste in this Chapter.
201.26 HEIGHT POLE

Single trip permits for unlimited height will be permitted for checking clearances
on conventional highways.
Single trip permits for the expressed purpose of "Running-a-Route" on freeways
or expressways are not permitted.

A permit is not required when escorting a permitted load or vehicle or when
surveying a route for a permitted overheight load.

201.27 HOUSE MOVES
All house moves shall be treated as a variance to normal permit policy (See
Chapter IV).

201.28 LAMINATED WOOD BEAMS
Length - 135’0" in combination overall length (may require a steerable dolly,
dependent on the route).

Beams 80’ or less must be hauled legal per CVC 35414.

201.29 LETTUCE COOLERS (Trailer Mounted)
Width - 14’0"
Length - As determined by Headquarters Vehicle Inspector
Height - 3" vertical clearance of lowest structure on the permitted route.

Weight - Chart Weight Purple as determined by a Headquarters Vehicle
Inspector

Overhang - Legal per CVC 35410.
If overhang exceeds statute limits, approval must be obtained from Headquarters
Permit Office through the variance process (See Chapter IV).
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Single trip pennits are not available unless an inspection report is on file or
concurrence has been obtained from Headquarters Permit Office or a
Headquarters Vehicle Inspector.
201.30 LOG LOADERS (Self-Propelled)

Width - 10’0"
Length - Legal

Height - 3" vertical clearance of lowest structure on the permitted route.
Weight - Chart Weight Purple, as determined by Headquarters Vehicle Inspector

Overhang - 2/3 wheel base if first sold in California after January 1, 1988.
Unlimited if first sold in California prior to January 1, 1988.

Single trip permits are not available unless an inspection report is on file or
concurrence has been obtained from Headquarters Permit Office or a
Headquarters Vehicle Inspector.
201.31 MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI) MOBILE UNIT

A. "Mobile Unit A" is self propelled, ie: a single unit, 40’ long motor truck. This
unit must be "legal" ;in all respects. There are no permits available.
B. "Mobile Unit B" is a Fixed Load Towed Mobile MRI unit. It will require
inspection by a Headquarters Vehicle Inspector.
It will take on the appearance of three (axle tractor and a two axle van type
(enclosed) semitrailer (KP hookup). The permitted dimensions for this unit are
as follows:

Height - Legal

Weight - Chart Weight Purple
Length - 60’ box, 85’ O.A.L.

King Pin - 53’

Width -12’0" box; 12’ 6" includes appurtenances (eaves, lights, door knobs, etc.).
Pilot car will be required when the width exceeds 12’0" and in accordance with
the pilot car table and criteria for permit vehicles and/or loads.
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201.32

MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING (MRI) (Hauled as a load)
Width - 14’0"
Length - 85’0" (70’ maximum for housing, includes tongue)

King Pin - 65’0" maximum
Height - Legal
Weight - Chart Weight Purple

201.33

MANUFACTURED HOMES
Width - 14’0"
Length - 105’0" (80’ maximum for housing, includes tongue).
Height - 3" vertical clearance of lowest structure on permitted route.

Weight - 6,000 lbs. maximum per axle under towed unit.

Permits are available only to transporters or licensed manufacturers and dealers
(CVC 35790(2)(e).
201.34

MILITARY TANKS
Width - 14’0"

Length - 135’0"
Height - 3" vertical clearance of lowest structure on the permitted route.
Weight - Chart Weight Purple (cannot be "roaded" at extralegal weight)
Overhang - Legal

201.35

MILITARY TANK TRANSPORTER (M747)

Width - 11’4" unladen from base to base.
Length - Legal

Height - Legal

Weight - Legal
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May exceed 80,000 pounds unladen with a permit to move from base to base only.
May haul any other load not to exceed legal axle weight nor 80,000 pounds gross
weight.
Overhang - Legal

201.36

MILITARY VEHICLES - OVERSIZE TACTICAL (M172A1)

Width - 14’0"
Length - Legal

Height - 3" vertical clearance of lowest structure on the permitted route.

Weight - Chart Weight Purple
Overhang - Legal

The M1172A1 semitrailer is fixed at 9’7" width
201.37

MOBILE HOME FRAMES, STACKED
Width - 14’0"

Length - 105’0" (80’ maximum for frames, including tongue)

Height - Legal

Weight - Legal

201.38

PILOT CAR
A permit is not required when escorting a permitted load or vehicle or when
surveying a route for a permitted overheight load.
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201.39

RADIOACTIVE WASTE

Width - Legal

Weight - Chart Weight Purple

Length - 135’0"
Height - Legal

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) identification number must be shown on
the permit.

201.40

RE-BAR
No permit available without approval from the Chief, Transportation Permit
Branch through the variance process (see Chapter IV).

201.41

REELED TUBING - TRAILER MOUNTED

Width - 14’0"

Length - Legal
Height - 3" vertical clearance of lowest structure on the permitted route.
Weight - Chart Weight Purple
Overhang - Legal per CVC 35410
If overhang exceeds statute limits, approval must be obtained from Headquarters
Permit Office through the variance process (See Chapter IV).

Single trip permits are not available unless an inspection report is on file or
concurrence has been obtained from Headquarters Permit Office or a Headquarters
Vehicle Inspector.

201.42

SCRAPERS

Width - 14’6" with draft arms 14’0" with draft arms removed
Length - 135’0"
Height - 3" vertical clearance of lowest structure on the permitted route.
Weight - Chart Weight Purple
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Overhang - Legal
201.43

STACKERS - HAULED AS A LOAD
Width - 14’0"

Length - 135’0"

Height - 3" vertical clearance of the lowest structure on the permitted route
Weight - Chart Weight Purple

Overhang - Legal
If overhang exceeds statute limits, approval must be obtained from Headquarters
Permit Office through the variance process (See Chapter IV).

201.44

STACKERS - TOWED ON OWN WHEELS
Width - 14’0"

Length - 135’0"
Height - 3" vertical clearance of lowest structure on the permitted route.
Weight - Chart Weight Purple as determined by a Headquarters Vehicle Inspector
Overhang - Under study

Single trip permits are not available unless an inspection report is on file or
concurrence has been obtained from Headquarters Permit Office or a Headquarters
Vehicle Inspector.
201.45

STEEL BEAMS
135’0" in overall combination length with written justification to the District Permit
Engineer of non-reducibility in excess of 80’.

(May require a steerable dolly, depending on the route to be used).

Headquarters approval not required.

201.46

STEEL PLATE OF FIRST MANUFACTURE - in Horizontal Position
Width - 12’0"

Length - Legal
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Height - Legal
Weight - Legal

Overhang - Legal

201.47

STEEL PLATE - In Incline or Slanted Position
Width - 12’0"

Length - Legal

Height - 3" vertical clearance of lowest structure on the permitted route.

Weight - Legal
Overhang - Legal

201.48

STEEL PLATE - In Vertical Position
Width - Legal

Length - Legal

Height - 3" vertical clearance of lowest structure on the permitted route.
Weight - Legal

Overhang - Legal
201.49

STEEL POLES
135’0" in combination length (includes pole, tractor and pole or pipe dolly) if used
as light standards, antennas, transmission poles, etc., that are of special
fabrication and cannot be spliced. (May require a steerable dolly, depending on
the route to be used).
Headquarters approval not required.

201.50

SWIMMING POOLS
Width - 14’0"

Length - Legal

Height - 14’6"
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Weight - Legal

Overhang - Legal
200.51

TREES
Width - 12’0" (District Permit Engineer may issued up to 14’0" if the tree is of a
delicate nature and the limbs can not be tied or otherwise restricted to 12’0")
(Anything over 14’0" requires variance approval, See Chapter IV).

Length - Legal
Height - Legal

Weight - Legal
Overhang - Legal

201.52

TIRES (OVERSIZE)
Overheight permit only with 3" vertical clearance of lowest structure on the
permitted route.

201.53

TOW TRUCK, 2-AXLE

Width - 14’0"
Length - 135’0" For qualifying non-reducible vehicles or vehicle combinations (CVC
320.5)

Height - 3" vertical clearance of lowest structure on the permitted route.

Weight - 22,500 pounds on the single drive axle.
Chart weight purple for all other axles.

The permit may be written for any distance from origin to destination. Review
application for routing according to the number of axles actually on the ground.
201.54

TOW TRUCK, 3-AXLE

Width - 14’0"
Length -135’0" For qualifying non-reducible vehicles or vehicle combinations (CVC
320.5) .
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Height - 3" vertical clearance of lowest structure on the permitted route.
Weight - Chart Weight Purple
The permit may be written for any distance from origin to destination. Review
application for routing according to the number of axles actually on the ground.
201.55

TRAILER COACH (PARK MODELS)
Width - 12’0"
Length - Legal
Height - Legal

Weight - 6,000 lbs. maximum per axle under towed unit.

Permits are available only to a transporter or licensed manufacturers and dealers
(CVC 3790(2)e).

201.56

TRUSSES - in Horizontal Position
Width - 12’0"

Length - Legal

Height - Legal
Weight - Legal

Overhang - Legal

201.57

TRUSSES - in Incline or Slanted Position
Width - 12’0"
Length - Legal
Height - 3" vertical clearance of lowest structure on the permitted route.

Weight - Legal.

Overhang - Legal
201.58

TRUSSES - in Vertical Position
Width - Legal
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Length - Legal
Height - 3" vertical clearance of lowest structure on the permitted route.

Weight - Legal
Overhang - Legal
201.59

WALL SECTIONS (ONE-PIECE ROOF OR FLOOR) in Horizonal Position
Width - 12’0"

Length - Legal

Height - Legal

Weight - Legal

Overhang - Legal

201.60

WALL SECTIONS (ONE-PIECE ROOF OR FLOOR) in Incline or Slanted
Position
Width - 12’0"
Length - Legal
Height - 3" vertical clearance of lowest structure on the permitted route.
Weight - Legal
Overhang - Legal

201.61

WALL SECTIONS (ONE-PIECE ROOF OR FLOOR) in Vertical Position
Width - Legal
Length - Legal

Height - 3" vertical clearance of lowest structure on the permitted route.

Weight - Legal

Overhang - Legal
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201.62

WOODEN POLES
Same as Laminated Wood Beams

201.63

YARDERS

Single trip permits are not available unless an inspection report is on file.
202

ANNUAL_PER MITS

202.1

10’ WIDE MANUFACTURED HOME

Width - 10’0”
Length - 105’0" (80’0" maximum for housing, includes tongue)
Height - 14’0"

Weight - 6,000 lbs. maximum per axle under towed unit

Range - Statewide, except on restricted routes.
Permits are available only to transporters or licensed manufacturers and dealers
(CVC 35790)(2)e). In this case, a transporter is one who is in the business of
moving manufactured homes and possesses an HCD decal.
202.2

12’ WIDE MANUFACTURED HOME
Width - 12’0"

Length - 105’0" (80’0" maximum for housing, includes tongue)
Height - 14’0"

Weight - 6,000 lbs. maximum per axle under towed unit
Range - Statewide Arterial System.

Permits are available only to transporters or licensed manufacturers and dealers
(CVC 35790)(2)e). In this case, a transporter is one who is in the business of
moving manufactured homes and possesses an HCD decal.
202.3

PARK TRAILER COACH
Width - 12’0"
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Length - Legal per 35401 CVC 65’0" combination (40’0" maximum for housing,
includes tongue)
Height - 14’0" (Legal)

Weight - 6,000 lbs. maximum per axle under towed unit. Permits are available
only to transporters or licensed manufacturers or dealers (CVC 35790(2)e). In this
case, a transporter is one who is in the business of moving manufactured homes
and possesses an HCD decal or has a license issued by the DMV to move a trailer
coach (park model) or a recreational vehicle.

Range - Statewide Arterial System
202.4

STATEWIDE EXTRALEGAL (12’0" Wide OWL)

Width - 12’0"
Length - Legal per 35401 CVC
Height - 14’0" (Legal)
Weight - Legal

Overhang - Legal
Range - Statewide Arterial System

202.5

LOCAL EXTRALEGAL (12’0" Wide OWL)
Width - 12’0"

Length - Legal per 35401 CVC
Height - 14’0"

Weight - Legal
Overhang - Legal

Range - 100-mile radius
202.6

LOCAL EXTRALEGAL 8/12 WHEEL SEMITRAILER w/WEIGHT
Width - 12’0"

Length - Legal per 35401 CVC
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Height - 14’0" (Legal)

Weight - Chart Weight Green
Overhang - Legal
Range - 100-mile radius
202.7

LOCAL EXTRALEGAL 16-WHEEL SEMITRAILER w/4’6" AXLE SPACING

Width - 12’0"
Length - Legal per 35401 CVC

Height - 14’0" (Legal)

Weight - Chart Weight - Bonused Green

Overhang - Legal

Range - 100-mile radius
202.8

LOCAL EXTRALEGAL 16-WHEEL SEMITRAILER w/5’9" AXLE SPACING
Width - 12’0"
Length - Legal per 35401 CVC
Height - 14’0"

Weight - Chart Weight - Bonused Green
Overhang - Legal
Range - 100-mile radius
202.9

FIXED WIDTH SEMITRAILER (Grandfather)

Width - 12’0"
Length - Legal per 35401 CVC
Height - 14’0" (Legal)

Weight - Chart Weight Green

Overhang - Legal
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Range - 100-mile radius

202.10

UNLADEN MULTI-VEHICLE COMBINATION STATEWIDE
Width - 10’0"

Length - 85’0"
Height - 14’0" (Legal)
Weight - All axles legal, gross not to exceed 80,000 pounds.
Overhang - Legal

Range - Statewide

202.11

UNLADEN MULTI-VEHICLE COMBINATION LOCAL
Width - 11’0"

Length - 110’0"
Height - 14’0" (Legal)
Weight - All axles legal, gross not to exceed 80,000 pounds.
Overhang - Legal

Range - 100-mile radius
202.12

TRUCK CRANES 10’ OR LESS IN WIDTH, Green Weight

Width - 10’0"

Length - 80’0" (Includes boom dolly, trailer, and overhang)
Height - 14’0" (Legal)
Weight - Green

Overhang - 30’0" maximum rear (dolly)
35’0" maximum rear (trailer)

Range - 100-mile radius
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202.13

TRUCK CRANES, OVER 10’ IN WIDTH, Green Weight
Width - 11’4” Hard Metal, 11’4" at Tire Bulge
Length - 80’0" (Includes boom dolly, trailer, and overhang)

Height - 14’0" (Legal)
Weight - Green

Overhang - 30’0" maximum rear (dolly)
35’0" maximum rear (trailer)

Range - 100-mile radius
202.14

TRUCK CRANE, Green Weight
Width - 11’4" Hard Metal, 11’4" at Tire Bulge

Length - 80’0" Includes Overhang

Height - 14’0" (Legal)
Weight - Green

Overhang - 30’0" maximum front, 25’0" rear

Range - 100-mile radius
202.15

TRUCK CRANES , 10’ OR LESS IN WIDTH, Purple Weight
Width - 10’0"

Length - 80’0" (Includes boom dolly, trailer, and overhang)
Height - 14’0" (Legal)
Weight - Purple
Overhang - 30’0" maximum rear (dolly)
35’0" maximum rear (trailer)

Range - 75-mile radius

202.16

TRUCK CRANES, OVER 10’ IN WIDTH, Purple Weight

Width - 11’4" Hard Metal, 11’4" at Tire Bulge
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Length - 80’0" (Includes boom dolly, trailer, and overhang)

Height - 14’0"
Weight - Purple

Overhang - 30’0" maximum rear (dolly)
35’0" maximum rear (trailer)
Range - 75-mile radius

202.17

TRUCK CRANES - Purple Weight
Width - 11’4" Hard Metal, 11’4" at Tire Bulge

Length - 80’0"

Height - 14’0" (Legal)
Weight - Purple

Overhang - 30’0 maximum front, 25’0" rear

Range - 75-mile radius
202.18
202.19

FIXED LOAD, DRIVEN OR TOWED, Green Weight

Width - 10’0"

Length - Legal
Height - Legal
Weight - Green

Overhang - Legal
Range - 100-mile radius

202.20
202.21

FIXED LOAD, DRIVEN OR TOWED, Purple Weight
Width - 10’0"

Length - Legal
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Height - Legal
Weight - Purple

Overhang - Legal

Range - 75-mile radius

202.22

TOW TRUCK, 2-AXLE
Width - Legal

Length - Tow truck plus length of legal combination

Height - Legal

Weight -22,500 pounds on single drive Chart Weight Green for all other axles
Extralegal axle weight is authorized on routes within a 100-mile radius of the base
of operation as shown on maps established by each district.

202.23

TOW TRUCK, 3-AXLE

Width - Legal
Length - Tow Truck plus length of legal combination

Height - Legal
Weight - Chart Weight Green

Extralegal axle weight is authorized on routes within a 100-mile radius of the base
of operation as shown on maps established by each district.
203

REPETITIVE PERMITS

203.1

TWO-VEHICLE COMBINATION ONLY

Width - 12’0"
Length - Legal

Height - Legal

Weight - Green, Bonused

Range - From Point A to B to C and Return
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Saturday and Sunday permitted if pilot car or detours are not required.
Valid for six-month period.

203.2

ANY VEHICLE COMBINATION (See Concrete Pipe)
Width - 14’0" (14’6" for specific Construction Equipment)

Length - 135’0"
Height - 3" vertical clearance of the lowest structure on the permitted route.

Weight - Bonus Purple
Range - From Point A to B to C and Return

Valid for six-month period, Monday through Friday, Daylight hours. If overheight
is involved, permit shall be valid for a period of 30 days, renewal by
Transportation Permit Rider.

203.3

FOR PIPE (ANY VEHICLE COMBINATION) (SEE CONCRETE PIPE)
Width - 14’0"

Length - 135’0"
Height - 3" vertical clearance of the lowest structure on the permitted route.
Weight - First ten (10) loads, chart weight purple; remaining loads chart weight
green
Range - From Point A to B and return, valid for six-month period, Monday
through Friday, daylight hours for the first ten (10) loads; remaining loads may
move on Saturday and Sunday unless prohibited by other weekend restrictions.
If overheight is allowed, permit shall be valid for a period of 30 days, renewal by
Transportation Permit Rider.

204

DIRECT CROSSING PERMIT
A vehicle which is driven or moved upon a highway only for the purpose of
crossing the highway from one property to another in accordance with a permit
issued by the Department of Transportation is exempt from registration.

This permit does not allow longitudinal travel on the highway nor does it allow
over-dimensional or overweight vehicles or loads. A separate permit is required
for extralegal vehicles or loads for direct crossing and/or longitudinal movements.
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Permits for over-dimensional and/or overweight vehicles or loads on city or county
streets or roads must be obtained from the city or county that has jurisdiction
over the city or county streets or roads.
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